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Rationale

● Ithaca has a strong history of 
sustainability efforts

● Local climate action is now more 
important than ever



Background

● Building sector poses challenges to meeting our GHG targets
● To meet 80 by 2050 goal, we need to address building energy use
● The City has started to, and will continue addressing existing buildings
● The Green Building Policy focuses on new construction, the “easy” part



Project Overview

A grant funded project to do an examination of green building standards 
for new construction and major renovations and ways that both the City of 
Ithaca and the Town of Ithaca could use to incentivize and/or mandate the 
standards.



Project Timeline
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Green Building Policy Advisory Committee - Established May 2017

Development Forecasts and Building Stock Survey - Draft Completed November 2017

Education and Outreach - May 2017 through February 2018

Green Building Policy Study and Social Impacts Study - Draft Complete January 2018



Project Website
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www.ithacagreenbuilding.com



Building Inventory and Development Forecast

Data to guide policy and help predict policy impacts

● Inventory - Buildings now

● Forecast - Future jobs, people, and resulting 

buildings in 2030 and 2050

Key Takeaway - We expect substantial new construction 

in the coming decades - with room for big efficiency 

increases with the right policy. 

Existing properties and renovations are the majority of 

future building inventory and expected building projects.



Green Building Policy Study and 
Social Impacts Study
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Criteria of a 
Successful Green 
Building Policy 

1. Affordable
2. Impactful
3. Flexible
4. Achievable
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A successful green building policy should be:
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Possible Actions

Take Aways

● Encouraged to use a Balanced approach. 

● Can not reach our goals with only softer 

approaches that are not mandatory.
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Preliminary Recommendations

Easy Path

● Credit system

● Minimum number of points to pass (5)

● Affordability-driven features

OR

Incentives could require more points

Whole Building Path

● LEED Certification

● HERS Rating

● Passive House Certification



Easy Path:  Could you get 5 points?

1. Heat pumps - 3 points (residential buildings), 2 points (commercial buildings)
2. Location - 1-2 points
3. Home size:  e.g. 3-bedroom - 2000 SF or smaller – 1 pt;  1800 SF or smaller – 2 pts
4. High-efficiency lighting (commercial buildings only) – 1 point
5. No heating equipment in basement, in attic, on rooftop, through-wall – 1 point
6. Simple building shape (e.g. avoid L-shape, cantilever, etc.) – 1 point
7. Low-flow shower heads and faucets (residential buildings and hotels only) – 1 pt
8. 20% window-to-wall ratio  (like HOLT office, Ecovillage TREE common house) – 1 

point; 10% (like Brooklyn brownstone) – 2 points
9. Renewable energy:  1-2 points (depending on renewable energy system size)
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Anticipated Results

1. 40-50% lower carbon emissions than NYS Energy Code for new construction

2. 70% better than existing building stock (same as Architecture 2030)

3. Lower or similar construction costs (using Easy Compliance Path)

4. Adjust policy to continue to reduce carbon emissions over time
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Next Steps
● A draft policy guide will be provided to PEDC in February for review and consideration for 

circulation.
○ The end goal is a Green Building Policy that the City and the Town are comfortable adopting.

● Next Advisory Committee meeting January 19th at 10:30 to 12:00, in Council Chambers.

● Continue the outreach process by talking to people in your networks about the Ithaca Green 

Building Policy project. 

● Direct people to www.ITHACAGREENBUILDING.com to read more and to sign up for the mailing 

list.
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